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sands of miles to save the world for democracy, or for any other thing"

R that might seem to help, only to discover that the promises of states- -

HW men were as false as dicers' oaths.
H We have a suspicion that the newspaper men considered them- -

B selves the real peace plenipotentiaries, that by means of their pens,
' backed by consequent public opinion, they would dictate the terms
i that would set the would right once more. We are not laughing at

i' them precisely for that reason. They were not to blame. You and I
H and all of us were to blame. We, too, were deceived. We thought
h that public opinion would control the peace conference and that the
B deed would be accomplished through the correspondents. We looked
H forward to delectable days when, so to speak, we should sit in the
V gallery and watch every move of the play and be able, once in a while,
1 to shout directions to the actors or even to lob over a more or less

H friendly egg. We thought we were going to create quite a splatter.
H But the actors fooled us. They drew about them the aegis of the
H censorship and defied us to do our worst.

h The newspaper correspondents were told that they would be
H . supplied each day with a communique as clear cut as chased jewel
H',, work. With this daily gem they must be satisfied.
H Editorial writers, character writers, historical writers, economical
H writers not meaning writers of communiques sob writers and plain.

H news writers found themselves practically out of a job. Heroically
H' they had set forth to help us reconstruct the world and the peace
Hl delegates coldly and unfeelingly informed them and us that the peace
W conference would decide what was what, and would do it in secret.
H Take it or leave it, they said.
H And the journalists from the ends of the world went about utter- -
Hi ing loud complaints. Like Elihu the Buzite, spoken of in the Book of
HL Job, they unanimously vocalized: "I will speak, that I may be re- -
H freshed."
H They met to adopt resolutions ; they met to make speeches ; they
Vf met with Parisian socialists of radical tendencies and ululated their
wi woes.
H ' At last accounts the lid was still on and there was our own

K Woodrow, quite unabashed, sitting on it together with Lloyd George,
IHlj Clemenceau, Orlando and a dark little gentleman from Nippon.

H

M WOLVES OF WASHINGTON.
Hi

ALL kinds of wolves run wild in Washington blackmailers, dis- -
lobbyists, foreign spies, corporation conspirators, labor

H, agitators and propagandists.
H The war has revealed certain types of newspaper men who sell
H themselves to foreign governments as publicity propagandists. One
H of these has just testified before a senate committee regarding his ac- -

H tivities preceding our declaration of war against Germany. He sold
H himself to George Sylvester Vierick for $40 a week on a contract to
H furnish that journalistic agent of the Wilhelmstrasse with informa--H

. tion which would help the German cause in this country.

H Denunciation would find itself stammering weakly in an effort to
H( characterize the baseness of such men as "The Wolf of Wall Street,"
HJ who was implicated in German propaganda some months ago, and
H) this successor of his who confessed to faking and lying on a scale
H and of a quality which will be a revelation to those unfamiliar with
Hj what may be called the mental underworld of Washington.
H Our purpose here, however, is not to denounce, but simply to call
Bj attention to a curious phase of the system. The publicity agent hires
H hhuself to some more or less credulous individual and proceeds to

furnish him with imaginative information which would drive a fiction
w writer to distraction out of sheer envy.
M The particular publicist to whom we allude had as one of his
M clients a certain Wall Street broker. Posing as omniscient for his
B t livelihood depended on the pose he forecast a presidential message

H and wired it to the broker. The forecast was acted on by the broker
H j. who played the market and won. In Washington ther- - was a scandal.
Hli At once there were cries of "a leak" and investigations were ordered.
H.'f The publicity agent now admits that, like Bernard Baruch who took a
H'f chance and made a fortune on the same presidential message, he was
Hh simply guessing.

H

This wolf is a sort of publicity gambler. He supplies his clients j

with information which, he believes, will suit them and keep him con-- '

tinuously employed. Having spent years in Washington and familiar- - i

ized himself with official ways and words he is able to write letters ,

that have every appearance of knowledge and veracity. In reality he
is merely faking. He betakes himself to his office or his room on '

the third floor back, lights his pipe, and begins to dream official i

secrets. He is able to keep his client in open-mouth- ed astonishment ,

at intrigues which seem never to get into the public prints. J

We see the publicity agent drawing a picture of underground of--

ficial affairs that has all the elements of art except truth. And' even
truth is not wholly absent. Now and then the publicity faker runs il
across a real piece of secret information and by weaving it in deftly
with his 'fiction he is able to obtain credit for a knowledge of hidden
affairs he does not possess.

Living by one's wits has long been high art in Washington. Ap- - J
parently the development of many years has given the fakers a m

mastery of their craft that is amazing.
il

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS. J

ALMOST with his last breath Colonel Roosevelt uttered a word of ;f

regarding the proposed league of nations. Forseeing f

the formidable obstacles in the way of such a league, he ad- - j
vised against attempting too much at first and suggested that the con- - J
federation be formed with only a few of the larger objects in view.

The advise may or may not be required at Versailles. The ex-

perts there may have arrived at the same conclusion. They, too, may
have decided that a concert of powers which attempts to regulate all
international activities will have essayed an impossible task. In any f
event Roosevelt's counsel will appeal to most of us as containing the
same perspicacity of judgment-th-at we observe in Washington's fare--

well address. The concert of powers may easily become a hopelessly j
entangling alliance for the 'nations that join it, especially for the jj

United States which has the Monroe doctrine on its hands. vj

A supreme court of arbitration, a perfected body of international
laws for that tribunal to interpret and administer, together with an "f

agreement among the powers to abide by arbitration and "cooling
time" treaties might form an adequate foundation for a broader
agreement when some measure of success has been achieved by the ,

league in its actual operations.
Perhaps the most valuable feature of a preliminary agreement i

will be the "cooling time" stipulations. Already many of these
treaties, negotiated by Mr. Bryan, are in force. They provide that ,

before going to war each nation shall wait a certain period and mean-
while submit the points in dispute to arbitration. The greater the
number of nations brought within the purview of such treaties the ,

better. l

The weakness of the "cooling time" treaty was evidenced at the J
beginning of the world war. No such agreement by itself is a pro- - j
tection against a military power bent on agression, conquest and dom- -

ination. A military power strikes unxepectedly and arbitrates only I
when it is defeated. j

But it is hoped that the league of nations will be able to eliminate ll
powers which seek to prosper by war. Whether this ideal can be at- - f j

tained only the development of the league's operations will demon- - l
strate. Nations can be war powers through great navies as well as It
through great standing armies. If

Americans have viewed the league of nations with misgivings be- - P
cause they have seen it as a body which would be calling upon the m

United States more or less frequently to employ its army and navy in l
regulating the affairs of the Eastern Hemisphere. They have feared r I
that should such a league be formed it would require the abandon- - J
ment of the Monroe doctrine. If we acknowledge that it is our duty i

to use military pressure against the people of the Eastern Hemisphere
we must admit the right and the duty of the powers in that hemi-

sphere to employ military pressure against the nations of our own
hemisphere. xj

One way of obviating this difficulty would be to incorporate the '

,


